Next, the team unleashed a generative adversarial network (GAN) on its images. Such AIs contain two neural networks. From a training set of images, the "generator" learns rules about imagemaking and can create synthetic images. A second "adversary" network tries to detect whether the resulting pictures are real or fake, prompting the generator to try again. That back-and-forth eventually results in crude images that contain features that humans can recognize.
Yosinski and Anh Nguyen, his former intern, connected the GAN to layers inside their original classifier network. This time, when told to create "more volcano," the GAN took the gray mush that the classifier learned and, with its own knowledge of picture structure, decoded it into a vast array of synthetic, realistic-looking volcanoes. Some dormant. Some erupting. Some at night. Some by day. And some, perhaps, with flaws-which would be clues to the classifier's knowledge gaps.
Their GAN can now be lashed to any network that uses images. Yosinski has already used it to identify problems in a network trained to write captions for random images. He reversed the network so that it can create synthetic images for any random caption input. After connecting it to the GAN, he found a startling omission. Prompted to imagine "a bird sitting on a branch," the network-using instructions translated by the GAN-generated a bucolic facsimile of a tree and branch, but with no bird. Why? After feeding altered images into the original caption model, he realized that the caption writers who trained it never described trees and a branch without involving a bird. The AI had learned the wrong lessons about what makes a bird. "This hints at what will be an important direction in AI neuroscience," Yosinski says. It was a start, a bit of a blank map shaded in.
The day was winding down, but Yosinski's work seemed to be just beginning. Another knock on the door. Yosinski and his AI were kicked out of another glass box conference room, back into Uber's maze of cities, computers, and humans. He didn't get lost this time. He wove his way past the food bar, around the plush couches, and through the exit to the elevators. It was an easy pattern. He'd learn them all soon. j
AI IN ACTION

"If we can't ask … why they do something and get a reasonable response back, people will just put it back on the shelf."
Mark Riedl, Georgia Institute of Technology Organic chemists are experts at working backward. Like master chefs who start with a vision of the finished dish and then work out how to make it, many chemists start with the final structure of a molecule they want to make, and then think about how to assemble it. "You need the right ingredients and a recipe for how to combine them," says Marwin Segler, a graduate student at the University of Münster in Germany. He and others are now bringing artificial intelligence (AI) into their molecular kitchens.
They hope AI can help them cope with the key challenge of moleculemaking: choosing from among hundreds of potential building blocks and thousands of chemical rules for linking them. For decades, some chemists have painstakingly programmed computers with known reactions, hoping to create a system that could quickly calculate the most facile molecular recipes. However, Segler says, chemistry "can be very subtle. It's hard to write down all the rules in a binary way." So Segler, along with computer scientist Mike Preuss at Münster and Segler's adviser Mark Waller, turned to AI. Instead of programming in hard and fast rules for chemical reactions, they designed a deep neural network program that learns on its own how reactions proceed, from millions of examples. "The more data you feed it the better it gets," Segler says. Over time the network learned to predict the best reaction for a desired step in a synthesis. Eventually it came up with its own recipes for making molecules from scratch.
The trio tested the program on 40 different molecular targets, comparing it with a conventional molecular design program. Whereas the conventional program came up with a solution for synthesizing target molecules 22.5% of the time in a 2-hour computing window, the AI figured it out
